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BA Archaeology and Ancient History
Details
This programme provides the opportunity to study the ancient civilisations of Egypt and Western Asia, as well as Greece and Rome and prehistoric societies in the
Mediterranean and Britain. By interpreting historical and archaeological evidence together, we can build a rounded picture of the life and culture of these ancient
societies.
You will join a lively environment where you will find friendly encouragement to follow your particular interests in the past, and gain the necessary skills to equip you for a
variety of careers in the future. We place a distinctive emphasis on the combination of archaeological and historical approaches in the study of the ancient world, and the
range of expertise available ensures that a wide choice of periods, countries and cultures may be studied. To a large extent you can build your own degree through
choice from the options available.

Why study this course
At Birmingham, you’ll benefit from an intellectually challenging and stimulating environment for your undergraduate studies, focused on ensuring you’re a fully supported
and active learner. Our distinctive degrees are designed to provide both academic excellence and vocational development; a balance that’s highly sought after by
employers in today's intellectual and creative industries. The courses are also very flexible, allowing you to specialise more and more as you progress, culminating in a
final-year dissertation that allows you to carry out in-depth, individually supervised research into topics of your choice.
One of the highlights of your degree programme will be a real voyage of discovery to Italy, Greece, Egypt, or Turkey in the two-week unique study tour you’ll undertake at
Easter in your second year. A small group of you with similar interests will be guided by us in planning your own personal tours, setting objectives to inform your
individual projects and carrying them out to present a lucid and lively academic report on what you’ve seen, experienced and discovered. This tour is subsidised by the
university.

Archaeology open day talk

Modules
First year
This year you gain a firm grounding in the archaeology of Britain and the Mediterranean world through introductory lecture courses. You will also take an option in the
history of either Greece and Rome or Egypt and the ancient Near East. Small-group project work will allow you to study a particular aspect of the ancient world in greater
detail and to develop your research skills. You also gain practical experience through archaeological field training.
Archaeology and Ancient History (VVC4): selected module descriptions year 1 (/schools/historycultures/departments/caha/undergraduate/aha-modules-1.aspx)

Second year
You may choose a core module investigating either Greek and Roman society or Egypt and Western Asia or one which will provide you with expertise in major
archaeological sub-disciplines and professional techniques (for example, forensic or environmental archaeology). You also choose from a range of options in history,
archaeology, literature, culture, language, myth, religion, art and philosophy. A special feature of the second year is the study tour abroad, a research project undertaken
with financial support from the University. Further field training is also an option.

Third year
You again choose either an archaeological core module or a historical one, investigating either Egypt and Western Asia or Greece and Rome (whichever wasn’t taken in
year 2). You also make your choice from a wide range of options. The highlight of the final year is your dissertation: a substantial research project on a subject of special
interest to you.
Archaeology and Ancient History (VVC4): selected module descriptions years 2 and 3 (/schools/historycultures/departments/caha/undergraduate/aha-modules2.aspx)

Fees and funding
Standard fees (http://www.birmingham.ac.uk/students/ug/courses/fees/standard) apply
Learn more about fees and funding
(/undergraduate/fees/loans.aspx)

Scholarships
Learn more about our scholarships and awards (/undergraduate/fees/funding/index.aspx)

Entry requirements
Number of A levels required: 3

Typical offer: ABB
General Studies: accepted
Additional information:
International Baccalaureate Diploma: 34 points
Other qualifications are considered – learn more about entry requirements (http://www.birmingham.ac.uk/students/ug/requirements)
International students:
Standard English language requirements apply
Learn more about international entry requirements (http://www.birmingham.ac.uk/students/ug/requirements/international)
Depending on your chosen course of study, you may also be interested in the Birmingham Foundation Academy, a specially structured programme for international
students whose qualifications are not accepted for direct entry to UK universities. Further details can be found on the foundation academy web pages
(http://www.birmingham.ac.uk/students/foundation-academy/Pathways/index.aspx) .

How to apply
Apply through UCAS at www.ucas.com (http://www.ucas.com/)
Learn more about applying (http://www.birmingham.ac.uk/students/ug/courses/apply)
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Joint Honours combinations
You can study Archaeology and Ancient History as part of a Joint Honours degree with the following subjects:
Archaeology & Ancient History and History BA (/undergraduate/courses/jointhonours/archaeology-and-ancient-history-and-history.aspx)

Key Information Set (KIS)
Key Information Sets (KIS) are comparable sets of information about full- or part-time undergraduate courses and are designed to meet the information needs of
prospective students.
All KIS information has been published on the Unistats website and can also be accessed via the small advert, or ‘widget’, below. On the Unistats website
(http://unistats.direct.gov.uk) you are able to compare all the KIS data for each course with data for other courses.
The development of Key Information Sets (KIS) formed part of HEFCE’s work to enhance the information that is available about higher education. They give you access
to reliable and comparable information in order to help you make informed decisions about what and where to study.
The KIS contains information which prospective students have identified as useful, such as student satisfaction, graduate outcomes, learning and teaching activities,
assessment methods, tuition fees and student finance, accommodation and professional accreditation.

Related news and events
Geldeston wetlands excavation (/schools/historycultures/departments/caha/news/2011/geldeston-excavation.aspx)
Discoveries provide evidence of a celestial procession at Stonehenge (/news/latest/2011/11/25Nov-Discoveries-provide-evidence-of-a-celestial-procession-atStonehenge.aspx)
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